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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brief Description of who I amShellie WilloughbyWork for the Conservation Commission 8 years now What do I doGIS SpecialistMake mapsHelp people in our office gather information about how different environmental features are related How did I become involved in Geography Made my first Map was Eighth Grade Geography Class Curious about where things were located and how things were related On trips I had to have the road map and followed along to see where  we were in relation to the mapWent to OSU and got 2 degrees in Geography Geography is much more than the capitol of Georgia or where something is located on a mapGeography is about the spatial relationships that exists between people, their environment, and everything around them.GIS is just one of the many tools that geographers use to explain the spatial relationships



South Central Arc User Group 

 What is SCAUG? 
 

 What can SCAUG do for me? 
 

 How do I become a member?  



SCAUG  Involvement 
 State Chapters 

 Oklahoma, Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi 

 Sub Chapters 
 ETUG – East Texas GIS & GPS Users Group 
 RGVAUG – Rio Grand Valley Arc Users Group 
 AAGIS – Alamo Area Users Group 
 CBGIS- Coastal Bend GIS User Group 

 Local Events  
 User Group Meetings 
 State Conferences 
 Discounted ESRI & Local Training 
 Professional network with direct ESRI  involvement 



Open Questions… 



For more information: 

Visit our website:  www.scaug.org 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GIS stands for Geographic Information Systems and is a system for capturing, storing, analyzing, and managing data and information which has spatial references to the earthGIS is made up of people like you and me, computers, software, data such as your home address, how many students you have in your school, and the way you go about processing the data.Any data that has a location associated with it can be used in a GIS.  If you have a street address or a latitude longitude you can use it to make a map.  For instance, if you have an excel spreadsheet that includes all of the teachers home addresses in your district, you can use that spreadsheet to map the locations of all your teachers.  Using that same example you could then use that map to create possible car pooling arrangements. The same could be done with the students to create more efficient bus routes.  
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